
Scientist Meeting 1 Notes: 

Location: MM 718A using Zoom 

Date: January 25,2019 

Time: 4pm - 5pm (1 hour) 

Attendance: Jessica Brassard, Paige Short, Suzannah Lenz, Marissa Schulz, Zach Nicholas 

 

CitSci.org Purpose 

- Support for researchers to show impact of their work  
- Help achieve fantastic impacts around the world 
- Provide comprehensive support for citizen science programs globally (Mission). 

Providing a platform for anyone anywhere 
- High focus on volunteers collecting data 
- Can make comparisons, look through charts, view data visually 
- Impacts: Scientific, Participant, Conservation, Decision/Policy 
- One million observations made by volunteers 
- 6,600 volunteers, 721 projects 

 

Website 

- Underutilized - social functions/sharing - many projects are volunteers that know each 
other and meet face to face 

- Direct links to tweet, post, and put out information on social media platforms 
- Start virtual conversations within projects 

- Discussion forum for member within projects - Would like to see a greater use of the 
forum 

- Target audience: project coordinators/managers/champions - the ones who start a 
project and are passionate about the topic 

- Outreach coordinators at nature centers 
- More professors and k-12 biology teachers beginning to use CitSci 

- Have done usability studies 
- Website has become much better since usability testing 10 years ago 
- Webinar series - Looking for reports, mapping, two-way communication 

- Difficulty searching through mass projects (need help with SEO) 
- Need keywords 
- Ex: All projects in Michigan, All projects about trees 

- Improvements could be made on Staff and About Us pages 



Form 

- Volunteers can only edit data they submit and can only add their data once the 
datasheet is created by the project coordinators 

- Project coordinators can edit anything throughout the project 
- Many people use test projects 
- Many started projects without data or struggle at inserting data 
- Currently data sheets include an instructional video 
- Confusion entering pre-defined locations 
- Confusion at adding different aspects to the project 
- Different data points: 

- Instructions 
- Observation type 
- Location type 
- Data type 
- Units of measurements 

 

Overall: 

- Primary users are Project Managers/Coordinators and secondary users are the Project 
Volunteers 

- Need to do a better job at recruiting volunteers and discover CitSci themselves instead 
of through other site volunteers 

- Recommendations in the form of rough wireframes 


